
Is there a place cooler than New York? In terms of temperature, sure. But when it comes to temperature 
and attitude, we are a perfect blend for making innovative wines. Wines that complement food, not wrestle 
it into submission. Wines from family-owned businesses that are equal parts tradition and “you ain’t seen 
nothing yet.” Wines that are bright and cool—just like the people who drink them.  

New York 
knows cool

For your taste of New York cool, visit us at:  
Winery Name   |   Street Address   |   City, State, Zip   |   000.000.0000
Web Address

Place winery logo here



The small 
wine scene in NY

We’ll understand if you don’t know that small New York wineries are producing some of the most interesting 
and exciting wines in the world. Small lets us innovate big-time. Small lets us bring huge passion to our craft. 
Small lets us apply our outsized personalities to making world-class wines in a state that’s making big noise 
around the world. 

Place winery logo here

For a small taste of what’s happening with New York wines, visit us at:  
Winery Name   |   Street Address   |   City, State, Zip   |   000.000.0000
Web Address



A  bolder choice 

It’s easy to choose the well-trodden aisles and the “been there, had that.” To opt for the hot valleys and  
the-bigger-the-better in the glass. To reach for the imported labels and the hard-to-pronounce estates.

A bolder choice is the lesser known and the yet to be discovered. Small wineries with the know-how and 
the spirit to turn a cool climate into something great. Wines that are sought after by new generations of 
enthusiasts. Young, exciting, and adventurous…both wine and drinker alike. 

Choose boldly by visiting us at:  
Winery Name   |   Street Address   |   City, State, Zip   |   000.000.0000
Web Address

Place winery logo here


